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some extent with the size of the taxpayer's income, instead
of being absolutely fixed ".* This means that the percentages
ought to be smaller than they are in the lower half of the
preceding table.
§ 9. Alongside of differences in family situation should be
set differences in respect of the possession of property that
will yield income after the owner has ceased to work. Erom
the present point of view it is immaterial whether the owner
of such property is now deriving his income from it or from
his own work. The essential fact is that in it provision is
made for his children after his death, and that, therefore, he
need not use so large a part of his present income to make
such provision as he would feel called upon to do if he did
not possess devisable property. Consequently, if two men
have equal incomes but one has property and the other not,
equal taxation will inflict a larger sacrifice upon the latter,
and, in order to secure equal sacrifice, some allowance must
be made in his favour. Since, however, the amount of income
which a man feels under obligation to provide for his children
is largely determined by the amount of his present income
and the standard of life implied by that, a rich man with an
exclusively earned income is certain to withdraw from current
expenditure a much larger absolute sum than a poor man
similarly situated would do. Hence, if the allowances are
given by way of abatement from assessable income, it is
certain that the amount of the allowances in this sense ought
to be progressive. Under the British scale ruling at the date
of the Colwyn Report (1926) each £ of earned income was
counted as equivalent to fths of a f of investment income
until a maximum allowance of £250 assessable income (not
tax) was reached. For a bachelor the tax on wholly earned
income worked out at the following percentages of that on
wholly unearned income :
At £200	.	.	.48 per cent
£400	.	.	.65
£500	.	.	.67
£800	.	.	.75
£1,000	.	.	.78
£2,000	.	.	.86
£20,000	.	.	.    99-3
1 Report, p. 346.

